Respublica Litteraria in Action 3
New Sources – New Paths of Research

Saturday, November 15, 2014

University of Warsaw, Faculty of "Artes Liberales"
Warsaw, Nowy Świat 69, 4th floor,
Conference Room
CLOSED SESSION

9:30-12:00 Meeting of the Scientific Board of the Project "Registration and Publication of Ioannes Dantiscus' Correspondence"

12:00-14:00 Lunch break

OPEN SESSION

14:00-14:20 Opening remarks (Jerzy AXER)

Respublica Litteraria in Action – New Sources

14:20-15:40
Walther LUDWIG (Hamburg), Joseph Justus Scaliger's Unknown Poem [In tyrannidem papatus sive] Superstitio from 1603
Gilbert TOURNOY (Leuven), Two Newly Discovered Latin Poems by Johannes Dantiscus
Marijke DE WIT (Ghent), Between Diplomacy and Friendship: Walking a Tightrope

Discussion

15:40-16:00 Coffee break
16:00-17:00
Jerzy AXER (Warsaw), Vita Ioannis Dantisci – an Old Man on His Deathbed or a Would-Be Conquistador Suffering from Depression?
Anna SKOLIMOWSKA (Warsaw), Vaticinium ruiturae Poloniae. Was Dantiscus Foretelling the Collapse of Poland?

Discussion

17:00-17:30 Coffee break

Respublica Litteraria in Action – New Paths of Research

17:30-19:00 Digitizing sources – Achievements, Experiences, Projects, Cooperation – panel discussion
Moderator: Anna SKOLIMOWSKA
Participants: Jeanine DE LANDTSHEER (Leuven, Hague), Maciej MARYL (Warsaw), Hanna PAULOUSKAYA (Warsaw), Ewa RUDNICKA (Warsaw), Magdalena TURSKA (Warsaw, Oxford)

19:15 Reception
Restaurant „Przy Trakcie”, Królew ska 2